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Charity is one of the most important concepts

contribution to the study of charity in rabbinic Ju‐

in Judaism. The most famous definition of charity

daism, it also serves as a methodological model

in Jewish thought is that of Maimonides, in his

for future research not only on this topic in par‐

"Eight Levels of Giving" ("Laws about Giving to

ticular, but also on the social history of ancient

Poor People," Mishneh Torah, 10:7-14). Ironically,

Jewish life.

the highest level of charity might not even be con‐
sidered as charity today. Maimonides suggests
"charity" options such as giving an indigent an in‐
terest-free loan, forming a partnership with him,
or finding a job for a poor person so that he or she
will be able to support themselves. The lowest lev‐
el of charity is giving out of pity, most likely to a
beggar, a type of giving that has generated opposi‐
tion in some circles today.[1] Avoiding the pitfalls
and problems of giving to beggars, and finding
different, viable charity solutions are core issues
of Gardner's study.
Gardner enters a field that has not suffered
neglect as of late.[2] Is there a need for another
book on Jewish charity? The answer to this ques‐
tion is encapsulated in one sentence: "The study
of organized charity in Judaism is inextricably in‐
tertwined with the study of material culture" (p.
63). Finally! While this truism is self-evident in
the academic circles that the author of this review
frequents, unfortunately the study of relevant ma‐
terial culture and its meaning is often ignored in
the study of ancient Judaism.[3] While Gardner's
study, using material culture, makes a significant

Gardner sets out to explore the traditions on
organized charity in the earliest texts of rabbinic
Judaism. For the Tannaim, the early rabbinic
sages, organized charity was a means to end beg‐
ging in order to solve the problems created by giv‐
ing alms directly to the poor. The first chapter, the
introduction, deals with the problems of begging,
discusses various usages of the Hebrew tsdaqah,
and summarizes research on the history of the
study of organized charity in ancient Palestine.
Chapter 2 ("The Poor and Poverty in Roman
Palestine"), explores the social, historical, and eco‐
nomic contexts in which the early rabbinic move‐
ment formulated its ideas on charity. This is done
based on sources contemporary to, but also extra‐
neous to, rabbinic traditions, such as archaeology,
epigraphy, and Graeco-Roman sources. Poverty
manifested itself in two forms. The first was phys‐
iological--a lack of basic necessities such as food,
clothing, or shelter--and the second was a dearth
of assets that left one poor in terms of social stan‐
dards of the time interpreted in light of personal
"value judgements." This was "relative" poverty
and related to the quality of life that had been
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lost. The rabbis developed two means for amelio‐

by social status. The conjunctural poor who have

rating these states of poverty. The first was the

lost their place in society should be restored to

tamhui, a type of household dish which morphed

their previous economic and social status. This

into a "soup kitchen" and the second was the qup‐

might have required at times a good deal of fund‐

pa, a type of basket, which addressed the second

ing and thus the Tannaim established that there

type of poverty, the relative, value-judgement

should be no limit to the amount that one should

type. How a dish and basket became institutions

give.

of rabbinic Judaism will greatly occupy the author

Chapter 6 ("Charity with Dignity") explores

in the following chapters.

how the quppa elevates the dignity of the local

Chapter 3 ("From Vessels to Institutions") ex‐

conjectural poor.[4] This strengthens the local

plores the details of the process of the transforma‐

community, the poor beneficiaries, and those who

tion of the tamhui-dish into a "soup kitchen" and

considered beggars and poverty to be unsightly.

of the quppa from a basket into a "charity fund."

The process just described was often facilitated by

The stress in this chapter is on institutionalization

the charity supervisor, the gabbai tsedaqah, the

of these practices and Gardner bases his analysis

subject of chapter 7 ("The Charity Supervisor").

on ideas from economics. One irony of this system

The charity supervisor, who ran the quppa, func‐

is that later on, the Amoraim would use these ex‐

tioned along the lines of a tax collector who can

isting and efficient institutions to direct funds to

mandate and demand payments. In distributing

the rabbinic movement itself.

the funds, the supervisor was similar to a judge
who must assess the claims of the poor before a

The next few chapters continue to study the
tamhui and the

decision is reached and alms are distributed.

quppa in detail. Chapter 4

Eventually, this civic office would become associ‐

("Tamhui, The Soup Kitchen") deals with the "soup

ated with the rabbinic movement. The final chap‐

kitchen." This was an inclusive charity and was

ter briefly describes post-Tannaitic developments

open to residents or nonresidents who might have

in the Jewish and Christian world.

wandered into town. Tannaitic traditions of the
tamhui reflect a tradition of charity based on the

Up until now, the summary has been straight‐

treatment of guests, who might have also been

forward: this is an interesting and important

itinerant poor. The rabbis also made sure to man‐

book. What, however, makes it unique? I pointed

date provision of sufficient food to fulfill com‐

out above that I was especially impressed by the

mandments with special needs for meals, such as

author's statement that the study of charity is in‐

the Sabbath. The tamhui, though, was more than

tertwined with the study of material culture. I

just hospitality based on the host's discretion, but

should like to briefly expand upon this idea to

was regulated by the institution set up by the rab‐

give the reader somewhat of an understanding of

bis. Also, tamhui was totally without expectations

what I see to be the unique nature of this work.

of reciprocity. Thus, while modeled on hospitality

Normally this would be the place in my review

it replaced it, as hospitality would have placed the

where I present a number of points of disagree‐

poor person in a position of debt and dependency

ment and make suggestions for general correc‐

to the host.

tions or improvement. I shall not do this because I
have no points of disagreement.

Chapter 5 ("Quppa, The Charity Fund") exam‐
ines the specific alms that the quppa offers. Unlike

Although much of the book revolves around

the standardized, "same size fits all" tamhui, the

the quppa and the tamhui, chapters 3-4 place

quppa provides alms that are individualized to

these concepts within the framework of the study

each person's particular needs, which are defined

of material culture. Not every bowl or jug in one's
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house evolved into a legal entity. In fact only these

and religious history of the Jews in ancient society

two implements did. The tamhui and the quppa,

and should be studied by anyone interested in an‐

according to the author, had certain physical

cient Judaism.

properties that made them unique and attractive
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goes far beyond the study of charity. Gardner has

4. For a modern example of restoring dignity

combined the best of Israeli scholarship with the

to the poor which combines both quppa and

best of US and European scholarship. His work

tamhui, see Raphael Minder, "In Spain, New

serves as a model for future studies of the social

Restaurants Nourish the Needy, and the Soul," De‐
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cember 19, 2016, New York Times website, http://
www.nytimes.com/2016/12/19/world/europe/inspain-new-restaurants-nourish-the-needy-andthe-soul.html (accessed December 25, 2016) on the
Robin Hood restaurants in Spain that serve free
meals to homeless in the evenings through profits
made during the day. This is not just a matter of
food, or tamhui but also of quppa, as some of the
diners said that eating in a restaurant restores
their dignity.
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